Diminish Stress Through Listening

10 Steps to Improve Listening and Reduce Stress
Step 1: Face the speaker and maintain eye contact.
Non-verbal communication clues are transmitted every time we speak. Failure to
recognize these signals heightens an individual's chance of misinterpreting the
actual message. Miscommunication lead
leads to heighten personal stress.

Step 2: Be attentive, but relaxed.
When an individual is relaxed the brains accepts and process
processes information quicker and appropriately stores the
information. Individuals under stress have a harder time focusing and understanding the speaker's message and
the message will be either be lost or misinte
misinterpreted.

Step 3: Keep an open mind.
Do not be quick to judge, when you do your mind races to contradict a statement just spoken. The speaker could
be using a bad example to make a point. Listen to the full content, recognize non
non-verbal
rbal signals,
signals the speaker may
be joking and not making a serious judgment statement.

Step 4: Listen to the words and try to picture what the speaker is saying.
Combining visual senses along with verbal statements makes a speaker
speakers words memorable. Visually
Visua take a snapshot of what the speaker is saying. Transform quick messages in nanoseconds

Step 5: Don’t interrupt and don’t impose your “solutions.”
One cannot fully answer a question until one has been asked a question. Good listeners have learned
le
to listen and
not provide an answer, unless asked for advice
advice.
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Step 6: Wait for the speaker to pause to ask clarifying questions.
When we speak, we are formulating ideas and thought processes. If under stress these thought processes can be
jumbled and the message may be misleading or confusing. Allow the speaker to fully communicate their message
both verbally and non-verbally and then clarify before responding. That 3-seconds of clarification can eliminate a
one hour heated discussion of little importance.

Step 7: Ask questions only to ensure understanding.
Have you ever helped a child do homework and you spend more time stressing out what needs to be accomplished
before you can even start answering the question? This is true when listening. Asking questions builds clarity and a
clear understanding of the message and reduces stress making the message memorable.

Step 8: Try to feel what the speaker is feeling.
Voice inflection and non-verbal signals transmits feelings. Active Listening allows your body and mind to
subconsciously absorb the speaker's message and allows you to better understand the message being conveyed.

Step 9: Give the speaker regular feedback.
Feedback helps clarify the message, but also helps the individual become a better communicator. Once the two
individuals understand and have a better understanding of how message are interpreted, spoken and relayed
improve communications. You'll develop better scenario examples, body language and understanding is
heightened when feedback is given.

Step 10: Listen is an Activity.
Subconsciously we hear thousands of sounds every minute and our mind is always processing the noises. We must
work at staying an active listener when communicating to process the message properly. One must be aware that
they need to be actively listening, otherwise the message will be lost, stress will rise, and conflicts will arise.
Muscles need to be exercised regularly to stay healthy and this is true of listen skills.
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